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作者: Yao, K (Yao, Kai); Qin, ZF (Qin, Zhongfeng)

标题: A modified insurance risk process with uncertainty

来源出版物: INSURANCE MATHEMATICS & ECONOMICS

卷: 62

页: 227-233

DOI: 10.1016/j.insmatheco.2015.03.029

出版年: MAY 2015

摘要: An insurance risk process is traditionally considered by describing the claim process via a renewal reward process and assuming the total premium to be proportional
to the time with a constant ratio. It is usually modeled as a stochastic process such as the compound Poisson process, and historical data are collected and employed to
estimate the corresponding parameters of probability distributions. However, there exists the case of lack of data such as for a new insurance product. An alternative way is
to estimate the parameters based on experts subjective belief and information. Therefore, it is necessary to employ the uncertain process to model the insurance risk
process. In this paper, we propose a modified insurance risk process in which both the claim process and the premium process are assumed to be renewal reward
processes with uncertain factors. Then we give the inverse uncertainty distribution of the modified process at each time. On this basis, we derive the ruin index which has
an explicit expression based on given uncertainty distributions. (C) 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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标题: An integrative framework for innovation management of product-service system

来源出版物: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PRODUCTION RESEARCH

卷: 53

期: 8

页: 2252-2268

DOI: 10.1080/00207543.2014.932929

出版年: APR 18 2015

摘要: This paper presents a framework of innovation management for product-service system (PSS). Manufacturers today tend to place more emphasis on adding value to
customers through PSS innovation due to competitions and environment regulations. However, PSS development is a kind of complex innovation facing challenges such as
heterogeneity of stakeholders, interaction of product and service elements and complex performance measurement. Thus, manufacturers need systematic innovation
management for the success of the PSS. However, the past fragmental studies mainly focus on the design domain rather than the systematic innovation management which
provides useful guidance for PSS innovation. In this research, the authors propose an integrative framework for managing PSS innovation. In addition, an application in a
PSS innovation project of vending machine is introduced to demonstrate potentials of the framework.
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作者: Zeng, YZ (Zeng, You-Zhi); Zhang, N (Zhang, Ning)

标题: Effects of the lattice point drivers' heterogeneity of the disturbance risk preference on traffic flow instability

来源出版物: PHYSICA A-STATISTICAL MECHANICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS

卷: 424

页: 113-123

DOI: 10.1016/j.physa.2015.01.010

出版年: APR 15 2015

摘要: This paper defines the lattice point drivers' heterogeneity of the disturbance risk preference and proposes a new one-dimensional traffic flow lattice model to research
the effects of the lattice point drivers' heterogeneity of the disturbance risk preference on traffic flow instability. By the analytical analysis, we obtain the traffic flow
instability condition and the modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) equation and the calculation formula of the unstable area density range, and the calculation method of the
probability of traffic congestion caused by a small disturbance. Both the analytical and the simulation analysis show that there are important effects of the lattice point
drivers' heterogeneity of the disturbance risk preference on traffic flow instability, namely the smaller the ratio of the preceding lattice point drivers' coefficient of the
disturbance risk preference to the following lattice point drivers' coefficient of the disturbance risk preference is, the smaller the traffic flow instability is and vice versa. It
provides a viable idea to ease traffic congestion. (C) 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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标题: An extended mobile lattice gas model allowing pedestrian step size variable

来源出版物: PHYSICA A-STATISTICAL MECHANICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS

卷: 424

页: 283-293

DOI: 10.1016/j.physa.2015.01.006

出版年: APR 15 2015

摘要: An extended mobile lattice gas model with consideration of the pedestrian's variable walking step size is proposed in this paper. The model first scans various
possible step sizes and then determines the movement directions in terms of probabilities which consider the step size factor. Simulation results from a room with one exit
show that pedestrians with variable step size can evacuate more quickly than those with fixed step size. The proposed model is applied in a real situation where passengers
move in channels of a subway station for line transfer or evacuation. We also investigate four commonly used flow management measures and discuss their effectiveness.
(C) 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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标题: An intersection-movement-based stochastic dynamic user optimal route choice model for assessing network performance

来源出版物: TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART B-METHODOLOGICAL

卷: 74

页: 182-217

DOI: 10.1016/j.trb.2014.12.008

出版年: APR 2015

摘要: Different from traditional methods, this paper formulates the logit-based stochastic dynamic user optimal (SDUO) route choice problem as a fixed point (FP)
problem in terms of intersection movement choice probabilities, which contain travelers' route information so that the realistic effects of physical queues can be captured in
the formulation when a physical-queue traffic flow model is adopted, and that route enumeration and column generation heuristics can be avoided in the solution procedure
when efficient path sets are used. The choice probability can be either destination specific or origin-destination specific, resulting into two formulations. To capture the
effect of physical queues in these FP formulations, the link transmission model is modified for the network loading and travel time determination. The self-regulated
averaging method (SRAM) was adopted to solve the FP formulations. Numerical examples were developed to illustrate the properties of the problem and the effectiveness
of the solution method. The proposed models were further used to evaluate the effect of information quality and road network improvement on the network performance in
terms of total system travel time (TSTT) and the cost of total vehicle emissions (CTVE). Numerical results show that providing better information quality, enhancing link
outflow capacity, or constructing a new road can lead to poor network performance. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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标题: Decision Bias in Capacity Allocation Games with Uncertain Demand

来源出版物: PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

卷: 24

期: 4

页: 634-646

DOI: 10.1111/poms.12257

出版年: APR 2015

摘要: Existing studies on capacity allocation games have demonstrated that the standard Nash theory exaggerates retailers' tendency of ordering more than they need in the
situation of supply shortage. Adding to the results in the literature, our experimental study with consideration of demand uncertainty demonstrates that the standard Nash
theory also exaggerates retailers' tendency of telling the truth in their ordering strategy. To account for these systematic biases, based on the quantal response equilibrium
framework, we develop a behavioral model with different mental weights on the underage and overage costs to characterize a retailer's perception bias regarding a critical
fractile. Based on the parameter estimates, we show that retailers perceive the critical fractile as being closer to 0.5 than it is, and the perceived critical fractile increases
over time. Such empirical evidence of retailers' behavior in capacity allocation games can be valuable, for example, in the mechanism design of coordination and in
improving supply chain performance.
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标题: A scheduling model with a more general function of learning effects

来源出版物: COMPUTERS & INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

卷: 82

页: 159-166

DOI: 10.1016/j.cie.2015.01.025

出版年: APR 2015

摘要: This study develops a more general model for scheduling problems with learning effects. Compared with the existent general models, the proposed time- and
position-dependent model simultaneously covers the normal and actual processing cases. Moreover, the model has many new properties that the previous work did not
study. In this paper, a distinctive proof technique is developed based on the adding-and-subtracting-terms operation and the Lagrange Mean Value Theorem. The proof
technique is easier to use than the method based on multiple identical or similar lemmas employed in a large number of literatures. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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标题: Feature-selection-based dynamic transfer ensemble model for customer churn prediction

来源出版物: KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

卷: 43

期: 1

页: 29-51

DOI: 10.1007/s10115-013-0722-y

出版年: APR 2015

摘要: Customer churn prediction is one of the key steps to maximize the value of customers for an enterprise. It is difficult to get satisfactory prediction effect by
traditional models constructed on the assumption that the training and test data are subject to the same distribution, because the customers usually come from different
districts and may be subject to different distributions in reality. This study proposes a feature-selection-based dynamic transfer ensemble (FSDTE) model that aims to
introduce transfer learning theory for utilizing the customer data in both the target and related source domains. The model mainly conducts a two-layer feature selection. In
the first layer, an initial feature subset is selected by GMDH-type neural network only in the target domain. In the second layer, several appropriate patterns from the source
domain to target training set are selected, and some features with higher mutual information between them and the class variable are combined with the initial subset to
construct a new feature subset. The selection in the second layer is repeated several times to generate a series of new feature subsets, and then, we train a base classifier in
each one. Finally, a best base classifier is selected dynamically for each test pattern. The experimental results in two customer churn prediction datasets show that FSDTE
can achieve better performance compared with the traditional churn prediction strategies, as well as three existing transfer learning strategies.
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标题: Prediction model on Chinese annual live hog supply and its application

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE & COMPLEXITY

卷: 28
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页: 409-423
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摘要: In this paper, a prediction model on Chinese annual live hog supply was established. With cointegration test, backward and forward stochastic selection and other
methods, four main factors (hog price, prices of inputs in hog production, the level of hog inventory, as well as emergency and government policy) were chosen from 16
relevant factors to establish the model and make improvement. Applied the improved model, annual live hog supply in China from 2013 to 2016 was predicted in three
scenarios. The predicted results showed that if there were no major emergencies from 2013 to 2016, there would be an upward trend in Chinese live hog supply year by
year. The supply of live hogs in China in 2013 would be about 707.663 million head, in 2014 would be between 715.935 and 742.969 million head, in 2015 between 734.458
and 779.413 million head, and in 2016 between 750.923 and 809.450 million head.
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作者: Yang, HJ (Yang, Haijun); Zheng, QH (Zheng, Qinghua); Li, MQ (Li, Minqiang); Sun, YZ (Sun, Yuzhong)

标题: How to Avoid Herd Behavior: A Stochastic Multi-Choice Scheduling Algorithm and Parameters Analysis in Grid Scheduling

来源出版物: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & DECISION MAKING

卷: 14

期: 2

页: 287-315

DOI: 10.1142/S0219622014500734

出版年: MAR 2015

摘要: Large distributed systems, such as grid computing and cloud computing, promise to supply users with high performance. Consequently, scheduling is currently
becoming a crucial problem. Herd behavior is a common phenomenon which causes severe performance decrease in the systems caused by bad scheduling behaviors. In
this paper, based on the theoretical results of the homogeneous balls and bins model, it is proposed that a new and unique stochastic algorithm is used to avoid herd
behavior. Experiments address that the multi-choice strategy can decrease herd behavior in large-scale sharing environment, at the same time providing increased scheduling
performance and causing less scheduling burden than greedy algorithms. Distributed Hash Table (DHT) is used to organize grid computing resources. In the case of 1000
resources, the simulations show that for the heavy load (i.e., system utilization rate 0.5), the multi-choice algorithm reduces the number of incurred herds by a factor of 36,
the average job waiting time by a factor of 8, and the average job turn-around time by 12% compared to the greedy algorithm. Moreover, in the cases of 2000 and 4000
nodes, two parameters (replica and d-group) are analyzed based on how they affect the performance of the algorithm. It is observed that there is an inflexion in the
performance curve. Finally, a theoretic analysis of the algorithm performance is presented.
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标题: Forecasting of dissolved oxygen in the Guanting reservoir using an optimized NGBM (1,1) model

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

卷: 29

页: 158-164

DOI: 10.1016/j.jes.2014.10.005

出版年: MAR 1 2015

摘要: An optimized nonlinear grey Bernoulli model was proposed by using a particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve the parameter optimization problem. In addition,
each item in the first-order accumulated generating sequence was set in turn as an initial condition to determine which alternative would yield the highest forecasting
accuracy. To test the forecasting performance, the optimized models with different initial conditions were then used to simulate dissolved oxygen concentrations in the
Guanting reservoir inlet and outlet (China). The empirical results show that the optimized model can remarkably improve forecasting accuracy, and the particle swarm
optimization technique is a good tool to solve parameter optimization problems. What's more, the optimized model with an initial condition that performs well in in-sample
simulation may not do as well as in out-of-sample forecasting. (C) 2015 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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标题: Application of multiscale analysis-based intelligent ensemble modeling on airport traffic forecast

来源出版物: TRANSPORTATION LETTERS-THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH

卷: 7

期: 2

页: 73-79

DOI: 10.1179/1942787514Y.0000000035

出版年: MAR 2015

摘要: The air transport industry crucially depends on traffic forecasting for supporting management decisions. In this study, a singular spectrum analysis (SSA)-based
ensemble forecasting modeling approach is proposed. The original air passenger time series is first decomposed into three components: trend, seasonal oscillations, and
irregular component. The trend is predicted by generalized regression neural network (GRNN), whereas seasonal oscillations are predicted by radial basis function networks
(RNFNs). The empirical results of Hong Kong (HK) air passenger data show a significant improvement of the proposed ensemble method in comparison to other results of
competing models.
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作者: Chen, ML (Chen, Meiling); Wang, HW (Wang, Huiwen); Qin, ZF (Qin, Zhongfeng)

标题: Principal component analysis for probabilistic symbolic data: a more generic and accurate algorithm

来源出版物: ADVANCES IN DATA ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION

卷: 9

期: 1

特刊: SI

页: 59-79

DOI: 10.1007/s11634-014-0178-2

出版年: MAR 2015

摘要: In the symbolic data framework, probabilistic symbolic data are considered as those whose components are random variables with general probability distributions.
Intervals (or uniform distributions), histograms (or empirical distributions), Gaussian distribution and Chi-squared distribution are all the special cases of them. The existing
approaches devoted to the subject have a common shortcoming since they can not obtain the distributions of linear combinations (i.e., principal components) of random
variables especially for not identically distributed ones. This paper will overcome the shortcoming by providing an exact probability density function for each principal
component by using the inversion theorem. Further, the paper defines a covariance matrix for probabilistic symbolic data and presents a new principal component analysis
based on this variance-covariance structure. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated by a simulated numerical experiment, and two real-life cases including
clustering of oils and fats data, and evaluation of indexed journals of Science Citation Index.
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标题: A mean-CVaR-skewness portfolio optimization model based on asymmetric Laplace distribution

来源出版物: ANNALS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH

卷: 226

期: 1

页: 727-739

DOI: 10.1007/s10479-014-1654-y

出版年: MAR 2015

摘要: In the presence of uncertainty of asset returns, choosing an appropriate risk measure and determining the optimal weights of assets in a portfolio remain formidable
and challenging problems. In this paper, we propose and study a mean-conditional value at risk-skewness portfolio optimization model based on the asymmetric Laplace
distribution, which is suitable for describing the leptokurtosis, fat-tail, and skewness characteristics of financial assets. In addition, skewness is added into the portfolio
optimization model to meet the diverse needs of investors. To solve this multi-objective problem, we suggest a simplified model with exactly the same solution. This
modified model greatly reduces the complexity of the problem. Therefore, the mean-conditional value at risk-skewness model can be correspondingly solved. In order to
illustrate the method, we provide an application concerning the portfolio allocation of 19 constituent stocks of S&P 500 index using our model. We show that this model
could make important contributions to research on investment decision making.
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标题: Analyzing trip cost with no late arrival under car-following model

来源出版物: MEASUREMENT

卷: 64

页: 123-129

DOI: 10.1016/j.measurement.2014.12.045

出版年: MAR 2015

摘要: In this paper, we use a car-following model to explore each individual commuter's trip cost without late arrival from the analytical and numerical perspectives. Our
results show that each individual commuter's trip cost and the total cost are related to each commuter's time headway at the origin when the road is long enough and the
number of commuters is large enough. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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标题: Cross-trained workers scheduling for field service using improved NSGA-II



来源出版物: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PRODUCTION RESEARCH

卷: 53

期: 4

页: 1255-1272

DOI: 10.1080/00207543.2014.955923

出版年: FEB 16 2015

摘要: The proper balancing of geographically distributed task schedules and the associated workforce distributions are critical determinants of productivity in any people-
centric production environment. The paper has investigated the cross-trained workers scheduling problem considering the qualified personal allocation and temporally
cooperation of engineers simultaneously. A 0-1 programming model is developed and the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) is adopted to deal with the
NP-hard problem. In order to enforce the NSGA-II, significant improvements are made to function the approach in a more efficient way. It is observed that the improved
NSGA-II outperforms the original NSGA-II in the experimental test. The promising outcomes of the formulation in the experiment make its implementation easily
customisable and transferable for solving other intricate problems in the context of skilled workforce scheduling. Furthermore, the modified NSGA II can be used as an
efficient and effective tool for other multiobjective optimisation problems.
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标题: The formation of social identity and self-identity based on knowledge contribution in virtual communities: An inductive route model

来源出版物: COMPUTERS IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR
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DOI: 10.1016/j.chb.2014.10.056

出版年: FEB 2015

摘要: Based on the social network perspective and work group perspective, this study brings social interaction tie and membership esteem together as the mediating
variables between knowledge contribution and social identity to construct an inductive route model, aiming to understand how social identity and self-identity form based on
knowledge contribution behaviors in virtual communities. To assess the theoretical model, an online survey was conducted in an interest-based discussion community,
Baidu Post Bar (China), and yielded 348 useable responses. Both social interaction tie and membership esteem were found to have mediating effects between knowledge
contribution and social identity. In addition, knowledge contribution was found to have a direct influence on social identity. The results also showed that self-identity can
form through an inductive route. Our findings have implications for both practice and theory. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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标题: Congestion Behavior and Tolls in a Bottleneck Model with Stochastic Capacity

来源出版物: TRANSPORTATION SCIENCE

卷: 49

期: 1

页: 46-65

DOI: 10.1287/trsc.2013.0483

出版年: FEB 2015

摘要: In this paper we investigate a bottleneck model in which the capacity of the bottleneck is assumed stochastic and follows a uniform distribution. The commuters'
departure time choice is assumed to follow the user equilibrium principle according to mean trip cost. The analytical solution of the proposed model is derived. Both the
analytical and numerical results show that the capacity variability would indeed change the commuters' travel behavior by increasing the mean trip cost and lengthening the
peak period. We then design congestion pricing schemes within the framework of the new stochastic bottleneck model, for both a time-varying toll and a single-step coarse
toll, and prove that the proposed piecewise time-varying toll can effectively cut down, and even eliminate, the queues behind the bottleneck. We also find that the single-step
coarse toll could either advance or postpone the earliest departure time. Furthermore, the numerical results show that the proposed pricing schemes can indeed improve the
efficiency of the stochastic bottleneck through decreasing the system's total travel cost.
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标题: Forecasting container throughput of Qingdao port with a hybrid model

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE & COMPLEXITY

卷: 28



期: 1

页: 105-121

DOI: 10.1007/s11424-014-3188-4

出版年: FEB 2015

摘要: This paper proposes a hybrid forecasting method to forecast container throughput of Qingdao Port. To eliminate the influence of outliers, local outlier factor (lof) is
extended to detect outliers in time series, and then different dummy variables are constructed to capture the effect of outliers based on domain knowledge. Next, a hybrid
forecasting model combining projection pursuit regression (PPR) and genetic programming (GP) algorithm is proposed. Finally, the hybrid model is applied to forecasting
container throughput of Qingdao Port and the results show that the proposed method significantly outperforms ANN, SARIMA, and PPR models.
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标题: Scheduling Policies for the Stochastic Resource Leveling Problem

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

卷: 141

期: 2

文献号: 04014072

DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CO.19437862.0000936

出版年: FEB 2015

摘要: When uncertainties come into play, the leveled baseline schedule obtained by solving the deterministic resource leveling problem can hardly be executed as planned
and this schedule may even become infeasible. In addition, traditional stochastic methods may also suffer from not being able to produce satisfactorily leveled schedules.
Therefore, there is a pressing need for new procedures that are capable of dealing with resource leveling subject to uncertainties. The writers study the resource leveling
problem subject to activity durations uncertainty where the usage of renewable resources needs to be leveled over time. Two heuristics for producing scheduling policies
are presented with the objective of minimizing the expected sum of the weighted coefficient of variation of the resource usage. The two heuristics represent two different
ways of tackling the stochastic resource leveling problem. The first heuristic, a modified version of the Burgess and Killebrew leveling procedure, obtains a scheduling
policy by solving the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic resource leveling problem. The second heuristic, a simulation-based tabu search procedure, directly works
with the stochastic resource leveling problem. Computational experiments are conducted on the well-known project scheduling problem library (PSPLIB) J90 instances. (C)
2014 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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标题: The capacitated facility location-allocation problem under uncertain environment

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF INTELLIGENT & FUZZY SYSTEMS

卷: 29

期: 5

页: 2217-2226

DOI: 10.3233/IFS-151697

出版年: 2015

摘要: Facility location-allocation (FLA) problem has been widely studied by operational researchers due to its many practical applications. In real life, it is usually very hard
to present the customers' demands in a precise way and thus they are regarded to be uncertain. Since the uncertain demands can be estimated from historical data,
researchers tried to describe FLA problem under stochastic environment. Although stochastic models can cater for a variety of cases, they are not sufficient to describe
many other situations, where the probability distribution of customers' demands may be unknown or partially known. Instead we have to invite some domain experts to
evaluate their belief degree that each event will occur. This paper will consider the capacitated FLA problem under small sample or no-sample cases and establish an
uncertain expected value model based on uncertain measure. In order to solve this model, the simplex algorithm, Monte Carlo simulation and a genetic algorithm are
integrated to produce a hybrid intelligent algorithm. Finally, a numerical example is presented to illustrate the uncertain model and the algorithm.
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标题: Risk assessment method for mass unexpected incident in city with hesitant fuzzy linguistic information

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF INTELLIGENT & FUZZY SYSTEMS

卷: 29



期: 5

页: 2299-2304

DOI: 10.3233/IFS-151705

出版年: 2015

摘要: The aim of this paper is to investigate the hesitant fuzzy linguistic multiple attribute decision making problems based on the hesitant fuzzy linguistic sets and
Geometric Bonferroni mean operator. Then, we have proposed two aggregation operators: hesitant fuzzy linguistic geometric Bonferroni mean (HFLGBM) operator and
hesitant fuzzy linguistic weighted geometric Bonferroni mean (HFLWGBM) operator. Then, we have utilized HFLWGBM operator to tackle the multiple attribute decision
making problems using hesitant fuzzy linguistic information. In the end, a practical example for risk assessment of mass unexpected incident in city is proposed to testify
the method in this paper.
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标题: The impact of cooperation mechanism on the chaotic behaviours in nonlinear supply chains

来源出版物: EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

卷: 9

期: 5

页: 595-612

DOI: 10.1504/EJIE.2015.071773

出版年: 2015

摘要: The chaotic behaviours of nonlinear inventory systems are investigated via control theory, nonlinear system theory, and chaos theory. Two well-established
production and distribution scheduling algorithms, automatic pipeline, variable inventory and order-based production control system (APVIOBPCS) with demand
information sharing (DIS) and vendor managed inventory (VMI) supply chains are adopted and analysed by bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent spectrum.
Simulation results show that with the target inventory parameter (a2) changes, behaviours of the DIS and VMI systems are different from that of traditional inventory
system. The Lyapunov exponent confirms that behaviours of DIS supply chain members shift between chaotic and periodic movement with a2 increases. The system
shows periodic movement when a2 is set between 1 and 1.5. For VMI system, the system is not sensitive to a2 and keeps periodic movement. Therefore, the DIS and VMI
supply chain members can effectively reduce inventory, and keep periodic movement simultaneously.
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标题: Price and Service Competition between New and Remanufactured Products

来源出版物: MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING

文献号: 325185

DOI: 10.1155/2015/325185

出版年: 2015

摘要: This paper sets two manufacturers on the market. One is traditional manufacturer, which produces new products, and the other remanufactures by recycling used
products. Two manufacturers sell products to customers through one retailer and also provide product-related services. Three participators decide prices and service levels
independently. We discuss the optimal decision of prices, service levels, demands, and profits in three scenarios: Manufacturers Stackelberg, Retailer Stackelberg, and Nash
Equilibrium. We also study the influence of customer acceptance of remanufactured product (theta) on participators' decisions. With the increase of theta, new product
profit reduces; remanufactured product profit increases at the beginning and then decreases. Retailer profit grows steadily. In Manufacturers Stackelberg, new and
remanufactured products can get the maximum profits, and retailer only has the minimum profit. In Retailer Stackelberg, retailer can get the maximum profit; new product
only has the minimum profit and remanufactured product has the medium gain. In Nash Equilibrium, new product and retailer have the medium gains, and remanufactured
product has the minimum profit.
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标题: Evolutionary Game Analysis of Competitive Information Dissemination on Social Networks: An Agent-Based Computational Approach

来源出版物: MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING

文献号: 679726

DOI: 10.1155/2015/679726

出版年: 2015



摘要: Social networks are formed by individuals, in which personalities, utility functions, and interaction rules are made as close to reality as possible. Taking the
competitive product-related information as a case, we proposed a game-theoretic model for competitive information dissemination in social networks. The model is
presented to explain how human factors impact competitive information dissemination which is described as the dynamic of a coordination game and players' payoff is
defined by a utility function. Then we design a computational system that integrates the agent, the evolutionary game, and the social network. The approach can help to
visualize the evolution of % of competitive information adoption and diffusion, grasp the dynamic evolution features in information adoption game over time, and explore
microlevel interactions among users in different network structure under various scenarios. We discuss several scenarios to analyze the influence of several factors on the
dissemination of competitive information, ranging from personality of individuals to structure of networks.
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标题: Robust Proactive Project Scheduling Model for the Stochastic Discrete Time/Cost Trade-Off Problem

来源出版物: DISCRETE DYNAMICS IN NATURE AND SOCIETY

文献号: 586087

DOI: 10.1155/2015/586087

出版年: 2015

摘要: We study the project budget version of the stochastic discrete time/cost trade-off problem (SDTCTP-B) from the viewpoint of the robustness in the scheduling.
Given the project budget and a set of activity execution modes, each with uncertain activity time and cost, the objective of the SDTCTP-B is to minimize the expected
project makespan by determining each activity's mode and starting time. By modeling the activity time and cost using interval numbers, we propose a proactive project
scheduling model for the SDTCTP-B based on robust optimization theory. Our model can generate robust baseline schedules that enable a freely adjustable level of
robustness. We convert our model into its robust counterpart using a form of the mixed-integer programming model. Extensive experiments are performed on a large
number of randomly generated networks to validate our model. Moreover, simulation is used to investigate the trade-off between the advantages and the disadvantages of
our robust proactive project scheduling model.
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标题: On analytic functions of complex Liu process

来源出版物: JOURNAL OF INTELLIGENT & FUZZY SYSTEMS

卷: 28

期: 4

页: 1627-1633

DOI: 10.3233/IFS-141448

出版年: 2015

摘要: A complex stochastic process is a fundamental connection between two-dimensional stochastic processes. Similarly, a complex fuzzy process will connect two
fuzzy processes to describe the spacial dynamic fuzzy phenomena. In this paper, we first give the formal definitions of complex fuzzy process and complex Liu process.
And then the complex differential and complex Liu integral of complex Liu process are also studied in this paper. Especially, some properties of analytic functions of
complex Liu process are proved. Finally, complex fuzzy differential equations are proposed as the extension of general fuzzy differential equation. The obtained results
provide fundamentals and promote the development of fuzzy calculus.
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标题: Co-movements in commodity prices: Global, sectoral and commodity-specific factors

来源出版物: ECONOMICS LETTERS

卷: 126

页: 96-100

DOI: 10.1016/j.econlet.2014.11.027

出版年: JAN 2015

摘要: This paper characterizes the co-movements in commodity prices with a dynamic latent factor model that decomposes commodity returns into global, sectoral, and
idiosyncratic components. The results indicate that global and sectoral factors are important sources of co-movements in commodity returns. A sub-sample analysis further
reveals that the global factor increases significantly in importance since 2004, which indicates an increasing integration among commodity markets. (C) 2014 Elsevier B.V.
All rights reserved.
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标题: Continuum Model for Traffic Flow considering Safe Driving Awareness Heterogeneity

来源出版物: Advances in Mathematical Physics

文献号: 603507

DOI: 10.1155/2015/603507

出版年: 2015

摘要: This paper defines the concepts of region representative vehicle and driver and region representative safe driving awareness and its heterogeneity, and, based on
these concepts and a new car-following model proposed, it proposes a new continuum model for traffic flow considering region representative safe driving awareness
heterogeneity. Analyses show that the new continuum model follows traffic flow anisotropy principle, and the following insights can be gotten: (1) the bigger the difference
of the preceding region representative safe driving awareness coefficient minus the following region representative safe driving awareness coefficient is, the less the
probability of the wrong-way travel (the negative velocity) problem in the new continuum model is; (2) when the preceding region representative safe driving awareness
coefficient is not less than the following region representative safe driving awareness coefficient, there is no wrong-way travel problem in the new continuum model, and
vice versa.
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标题: Research on P System with Chain Structure and Application and Simulation in Arithmetic Operation

来源出版物: DISCRETE DYNAMICS IN NATURE AND SOCIETY

文献号: 123960

DOI: 10.1155/2015/123960

出版年: 2015

摘要: Considering the advantages of distribution and maximum parallelism of membrane computing and availability of discrete Morse theory to deal with discrete structure,
in this paper, combining discrete Morse theory and membrane computing, a novel membrane structure-P system with chain structure, is proposed, which is constructed on
the basis of discrete gradient vector path of the discrete Morse theory. At the theoretical level, due to its unique chain structure, compared with traditional P system, its
structure, object, and rule are described in details. In the practical aspect, a specific application example, P chain system for arithmetic operation, is presented to
demonstrate the superiority, computational efficiency, and ability of P system with chain structure. Moreover, a simulation system of arithmetic operations based on P chain
system is designed, giving a visual display of the implementation of P chain system for arithmetic operation, and verifying the feasibility and effectiveness of P chain
system.
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标题: Link-based day-to-day network traffic dynamics and equilibria

来源出版物: TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART B-METHODOLOGICAL

卷: 71

页: 248-260

DOI: 10.1016/j.trb.2014.11.005

出版年: JAN 2015

摘要: A general dynamical system model with link-based variables is formulated to characterize the processes of achieving equilibria from a non-equilibrium state in traffic
networks. Several desirable properties of the dynamical system model are established, including the equivalence between its stationary state and user equilibrium, the
invariance of its evolutionary trajectories, and the uniqueness and stability of its stationary points. Moreover, it is shown that not only a link-based version of two existing
day-to-day traffic dynamics models but also two existing link-based dynamical system models of traffic flow are the special cases of the proposed model. The stabilities of
stationary states of these special cases are also analyzed and discussed. In addition, an extension is made to the case with elastic demand. The study is helpful for better
understanding the day-to-day adjustment mechanism of traffic flows in networks. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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标题: Space-Based Infrared Sensor Scheduling with High Uncertainty: Issues and Challenges

来源出版物: SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

卷: 18

期: 1

页: 102-113

DOI: 10.1002/sys.21295

出版年: JAN 2015

摘要: The space-based infrared system (SBIRS) is the most advanced missile-defense system. However, available infrared sensors in the system are scarce, and their
tracking abilities are still very limited. To improve the integrated power, SBIRS needs an approach to scheduling online infrared staring sensors. This paper focuses on the
new problem and its characteristics. Compared with other similar problems, the proposed problem has scarce resources, sudden missions, an uncertain environment and
complex constraints, so it shows many unique characteristics, such as strong real-time, high uncertainty and extreme complexity. This causes that the routine formulation
of other similar problems may be unsuitable for the new problem. Hence, we have to face many challenges in modeling, solving and simulating for the proposed problem.
Finally, the idea of our solution is presented. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of our solution.
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标题: Hedging International Foreign Exchange Risks via Option Based Portfolio Insurance

来源出版物: COMPUTATIONAL ECONOMICS

卷: 45

期: 1

页: 151-181

DOI: 10.1007/s10614-013-9414-7

出版年: JAN 2015

摘要: This paper proposes an option-based portfolio insurance method for international foreign exchange risk hedging. Each investor is assumed to maximize the expected
utility of his/her portfolio which includes international risky assets and foreign currency index derivatives. The optimal investment is determined for quite general utility
functions and hedging constraints. Our results show how and why foreign currency derivatives should be introduced in the investment portfolio to hedge currency risks.
The main conclusion of the paper is that new types of options which combine both equity assets and foreign currency derivatives should be used, contrary to the current
practice which considers two separate option markets.
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标题: Approaches to comprehensive evaluation with 2-tuple linguistic information
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出版年: 2015

摘要: The paper investigates the comprehensive evaluation problems with 2-tuple linguistic information. The study develops 2-tuple linguistic Maclaurin symmetric mean
(2TLMSM) operator by improving Maclaurin symmetric mean (MSM) operator. The paper studies its properties and discusses its special cases. For the situations where
the input arguments have different importance, the 2-tuple linguistic weighted Maclaurin symmetric mean (2TLWMSM) operator is defined based on the procedure which is
developed for comprehensive evaluation problems under the 2-tuple linguistic environments. Finally, a practical example for evaluating the financial management
performance is given to verify the developed approach and to demonstrate its practicality and effectiveness.
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摘要: Nowadays, with the explosive growth of web information, the webpage classification faces great challenge. Computers have difficulty in understanding the semantic
meaning of textual or non-textual webpages. Fortunately, Web 2.0 based collaborative tagging system brings new opportunities to solve this problem. It abstracts structured
tags from unstructured content in webpages. However, large numbers of webpages on the Internet are less popular. Their tagging information is sparse, which makes their
topic unclear and leads to ambiguous classification. Illuminated by the "ambiguous classification", we name the less popular webpage "hesitant webpage". In this paper, we
propose an advanced approach for hesitant webpages classification. Firstly, hesitant webpages are divided into bridges, hubs and attached webpages according to their roles
on the Internet. Secondly, attached webpages are classified by mining and extending their information in two perspectives. One is the latent semantic analysis (LSA) which
is applied to fully explore the semantic meaning of sparse tags. It promotes accurate cognition of webpages semantically close to attached webpages. Another is the
proposed density-relation-based rough set model which measures the affiliation degree of attached webpages in different categories. Experiment on real data shows that our
approach effectively classifies the hesitant webpages base on the semantic meaning. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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